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Welcome to HGBit.com
Have fun my dear^^
You have a better educational background
than me, and your salary is higher than mine.
You're taller than me, and someone who
is more capable than me. It's a burden.
To actually be thrown away
by that kind of scoundrel.
That's right. How many can endure
men that are better than they are.
I heard by chance,
that she's been moved to the
strange fashion department.
The managing director's words,
did you pay attention to them at all?
To circulate funds characteristic you eat enter stomach in.
-=You're my Pet=What is the use of
doing your best?
In the end, he'll definitely betray you.
How long has it been since the break up?
His credit card fee always killed me.
Every time, I'd get angry.
That's why pets are the best.
Our family's BB isn't like that.
He can be considered as my life's energy.
Look here!
Not too bad.
Let us all see, sunbae!
(Sunbae - senior, mentor)
Mom.
=I've decided to divorce your father.=
You aren't even determined,
what's the use in saying it everyday?
A call is coming in, how
about we talk later mom?
Yes, Dad.
It's dad, even at my age, you're
mom wants to divorce me.
Although I don't know what this is
about, divorcing at this age,
the one who will suffer
a loss is you, right Dad?
First, put down your tail.
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It was cut off a long time ago,
I already have no tail.
Yes, this is Ji Eun Yi.
=Hey. Are you not taking my calls?=
In the middle of work, later.
=You know it is my birthday, right?
You have to come.=
Mr. Seo Jeong Min.
This sex appeal secondary topic.
I feel your idea isn't bad.
Use this time to get
rid of files, only use ITS.
This, has already been mentioned
by the Cheif Editor.
If I am going to throw away files,
I should throw them away.
Because people who've studied abroad
in United States are really not the same.
This, really doesn't seem to be
related to studying abroad.
It is a constant mistake, so pay
more attention to it next time.
How? Oneself is to study abroad send that is to study abroad send.
Why and to look down upon me this kind of local faction?
I at pear safe institution live how long?
It's like stepping in dog poop.
Why does she have to be
in the same group as me?
You need to make the
proper mental preparations.
Her weapon looks to be her education in the
United States, and she uses it to look down on people.
Only she, herself is perfect.
Your temper is also very good.
Follow then woman to be in contact with not bad.
Women who have very
little strong points are good.
Doesn't it give me a
dazzling kind of feeling?
To dazzle feels like. Just is because of too full.
Originally we were worked to
death by that bastard Chief Editor.
Why is that women like that also?
These death deserving...
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Hey, Seo Jeong Min.
What are you doing in the
women's bathroom everyday?
The men's bathroom isn't clean.
The ajumma that does the cleaning
on that side is not on duty.
Ajumma!
(Ajumma - older lady, aunt)
Ji Eun Yi sunbaenim, I really
haven't see you for a long time.
(Sunbaenim - respected senior, mentor)
Long time no see, have you been well?
I heard you moved to the Fashion
Department. It must be very fun.
You must also see a lot of designers right?
I'm envious, sunbae.
Really? Then, you should
try to apply for a position.
Omo, I was only saying.
I need to get going, I'm going
on a business trip tomorrow.
It is an international department's
cover layout.
If sunbae is still here, of course
you should go.
Taxi!
Sunbae, if there is time,
let's have a lunch.
So handsome.
So handsome.
I heard he doesn't work with women.
Why?
I don't know.
He doesn't like women? Is he gay?
It can't be.
He's someone who grew
up surrounded by women.
When he was in England,
he was paired together with a woman.
During practice, the woman
fell and sustained injuries.
That woman, in the end gave up ballet.
And he, has been blaming it on himself.
Just like a idiot.
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We rarely come to places
like this, its fun right?
I recall the time in university.
What person over 30 years old has a birthday
party in this kind of place? Rotten girl.
I even left my child home. What is this?
This really isn't fun at all.
My mom, after a short while,
will kick me out.
Although it is like this, you also
can't just randomly find someone
and marry.
Really want to to become a member spirit insurance.
I already gave up what I
should give up.
Shouldn't it be a bit
comfortable like this?
But my heart is vexed, my
head hurts a lot.
There is this saying, men are
like empty taxis.
Waiting this long and still not
here, so you think, find, I'll just go.
After you give up, a pile
will come and stop by your side.
That moment, you hesitation
which one should you ride.
But opportunity is a problem.
One mistake and another
gets on, it will become someone
else's.
Me. Want to confident go.
You are starting to force it again.
So gold currently tin that kind of fellow all unable to take it you escape.
Let him escape.
This kind of inferiority of men,
I feel very disgusted right now.
Starting now, as long as it
is a man,
I can only approve someone that is
taller than me, smarter than me,
and have a higher salary than me.
How about raising a pet?
Me boss has just been
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raising a pet.
Recently that old man has
become nicer.
That too, you, who can't
even take care of a boyfriend well,
And to raise what house pet?
Puppy.
Sit.
Bark.
Lie down.
Hey!
This is not to eliminate stress, but
will make people more angry.
Therefore...
I starved it to death.
Therefore...
I want a real puppy.
But, they feel too weak.
After bringing it home, what should
I do if there is any mishap?
Momo, very study, very strong.
I heard you failed to be
chosen again.
Too disappointing. Do you
only have this little bit of ability?
Immediately leave from my house.
I hate sleeping in the recording
studio the most.
I said is hot water in. Warm live bed. Clean washroom.
Aren't these the basic
desires of people?
Is there anyone willing to
raise me?
Are you a puppy on the road?
I will tell you in advance, absolutely
don't plan on relying on me.
Five-start hotel, how much
is it each month?
If you have that kind of money,
then just stay in an inn for the
long term, rotten brat.
Hyeong.
I know a very awesome place.
The taste is a bit salty.
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And also when you clean
match the height.
When urinating, raise the toilet seat.
I know, nuna.
(Nuna - older sister)
What, did you make some mistake?
What mistake can I make?
How can that be, nunim.
(Nunim - respected older sister)
When brushing your teeth, don't do
this kind of movement.
Shouldn't you say something
if you bring a friend back?
What to do? Where exactly
are my things?
This is not your home, on what
bases can you casually
bring someone back to sleep?
Nuna, making an exception this
once will be enough.
I know him, he is an extremely
good hyeong.
Amongst people, men say
aren't bad,
I haven't seen anyone that
really isn't bad.
Nuna, I won't take my salary
for one day, just one day. One day.
You really...
Then, I'll setter mom and dad's matter.
I'll have them not divorce. Believe
my words.
Hey hey hey. But are you sure?
Cleaning, cooking, I don't
do even know a bit of that.
If you are not satisfied, my
nuna will take care of it.
Hyeong, just pretend to
do it and it will be fine.
But, can I be like that?
Although she is my nuna, but you
are also a man.
Very clean. Very warm. But here,
why is even the smell this good?
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In short, this house is best, right?
Of course.
I admit you're capable. No problem.
No, hyeong, you approve of my talent,
Want to to music drama partner to dance give me.
Is this really the whole reason?
If it is you, this time it is the whole thing?
In fact, there is a very good
proposal.
You have sing a duet with that
woman, that is the condition.
Go in and eat. Let's go.
From a short while ago, she
was always an eyesore.
What are you doing, Aren't you
very happy?
Why? Why? What?
I'll be back.
Please enjoy the meal.
Hey, In Ho, Kang In Ho.
You gave me stop there. Rotten brat.
Stop, Rotten brat.
Do you always get off
work this?
Don't you know how long
I waited for you?
Wow. A woman with a hand
this smooth, you are the first.
But, how come you are here?
Eun Su returned home too.
Ah, although it will be awkward
at the start,
but I will do my best on behalf
of Eun Su.
Also I already gave him 6 month's
rent.
Ji Eun Su.
=The number you have dialed is
temporarily unreachable.=
Looks like you like puppies.
Want to raise one?
But, real dogs love barking,
will shed hair, and also not
good for your windpipe.
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Their excrement is also
not your common filth.
Furthermore, to train them to
understand human words need
a lot of time.
I can also do it.
I can also do it.
What?
Puppy?
Compared to the said puppy,
I'm considered a human pet.
If it is an animal pet, then
it can live here together with me.
I'll feed you when you need
to eat, as long as when I
call you should run over,
you'll also occasionally
need to perform.
From head to toe, a pet
with no human rights.
One that listens to me, doesn't
annoy me, then I will raise you.
How is it? This... you have no
confidence?
This level, will have him
defeated and leaving.
Can you do it?
Mom. Mom. Him want to do what?
Owner. I'm relying on you. Wang.
Wang?
What are you doing?
Get Out!
Out .. out!
I won't leave.
Get Out!
I won't leave.
Let me take a nap.
Let me take a nap.
Yes, no change in the matter,
please proceed as usual.
The layout proposal you sent,
has been sent to your side right?
Mr. Seo Jeong Min, please
come over to this side.
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Holding it like this will do.
Here. You need to look here.
Good quickly come back.
Your express delivery, I helped
you sign.
I need to give you a reward.
Really, then help me wash
my hair.
If head bits to fall one. Every time step to certainly very to feel vexed.
And also. I said house pet.
Owner is or is not as it should be by rights. Proper and to be expected as
a matter of course help house pet to wash head.
You and also one only hand.
This. Be paper to cut broken.
If to come across water just sorry to trouble.
But. How come your do not say polite expression?
House pet have what polite expression? Owner.
I started ballet when I was 4 years old
I received many prizes and many people had great expectations for me.
But. Follow long time to analyze. Me see partner dance better.
Musicals are exciting and there is also singing
But because at home oppose. Final me indecisive.
But this is really refreshing! Try saying "Is there any itchy spot left?"
once!
Don't to need a spanking.
By the way, what are you wearing those sunglasses for?
What's there to be emberassed about with your pet?
Should I take it all off for you to better see it?
Is there even anything to see?
I'll show you exactly how good I am built.
Stop acting up and sit down!
I said. Is owner in front of have what very sorry?
I am a pet.
Woah! It's fried rice!
Ah, this is really delicious.
Wow, this is really yummy. It's great that I met an owner who can cook.
This isn't a human act of taking in a pitiful child.
Do you know what it means to be a pet and an owner?
Master, did you know that you confirmed this 15 times already?
I'm really confident that I can do well, though..
What did you say your name was?
Name? You can just call me what you like to.
Any name of an actor or charakter you like.
By the way, those sausages have to be made into octopus shape to be really
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delicious.
Leonardo.. Sam Shik
Alright! From now on your name will be Momo.
Momo? But that does sound too much like a dog!
It's the name of the dog I once raised.
Somehow you are pretty similiar.
Momo... wait a moment
It's that Momo from that childrens book right?
She is female!
I am male though. Pick another one.
I think it's very fitting.
I don't like it! Another one.
Nope. It's perfect.
Let's take a look at your face, too. You're very good looking. Let's take a
look at your eyes.
It will get better. Aigoo.
Mother will be very upset.
Don't talk nonsense.
Your Mother is totally absorbed in her dramas.
She isn't even interested if I am there or not.
But his fellow will come running out to greet me with his tail wagging.
To meet me.
You must do not understand this type of feeling.
Right. Treasured object. Let's go let's go let's go.
Wooh, looking great.
Pet. Owner.
Why?
When you're back home you should pay attention to your pet.
Compared to what I thought, the chest is...
Who am I?
- Who am I?
- Owner ist the Master.
What about you?
- You?
- Pet
Right. A pet is just a pet. An animal.
From now on I will tell you the rules you have to follow in this household.
Go and relax, okay?
Your new landlord.. ah no. Your new owner, what kind of person is she?
Capable, hard working career woman.
So certainly very have courage.
It seems like she has many difficulties.
But his side of hers she's only showing to me.
She has that tiring kind of personality
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where her self-respect would never allow her to admit that to herself.
First three month.
Is do not have to grasp this side's atmosphere or not great effort.
I said. You exactly want doing what?
Task prepare difficult. To save to save labor angry.
Woman why flower money to buy our magazine?
I thought..
Stop thinking and write it again.
Yes.
Hey!
But what does a strong and skilled person like her need someone like you
for?
Don't know.. maybe she fell right for my devilishness..
You are also want pitfall enter come.
Hey... Hey...
Hey... Hey...
Hey... What's this?
Who shall we continue with.
Interview to collect material is pond seonbae to specialize in.
Already able. This little degree.
This side where have do not have experience past this people.
This type of time pond seonbae also should to display a moment ability.
Me never said. Me don't want to do.
Good. Try and see.
Noon to eat what?
Mouth want to to tear open.
Get up, get up now.
What? What's wrong?
Momo. I'll help you wash your head.
Can't I sleep a little more?
Come here immediately
I'll do who is wrong what? Why to provoke good good people?
Good cool. You to transfer a moment temperature.
You need to calm down.
Momo. Do you know how much hard work it takes to make one issue of this
magazine?
Next time. Want to to support good shelf.
Open to read a book lamp. As to revere posture see.
To meet strict owner very tired.
I am human though.
Congratulations! Congratulations! I heard you got yourself a Doberman?!
Lend him to me too from time to time!
Who said it's a Doberman..
It's a human boy. A human boy who can dance.
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Looks like is being very excited all by himself.
Seonbae. Seonbae. Seonbae.
(Seonbae = upper classmen)
Over there is an extremely handsome men who is looking for you.
So you will move into this building?
Well, the moving is almost finished.
I am so relieved!
That's great!
Have you been well?
I'm glad to meet you again!
Car seonbae.
Seems like is company in and to regard as quite have status post.
Isn't it you first love or unrequited love that person.
Hey. Although only one classifier for houses or buildings house with more
than 1 story company.
But him also because have your thinking then came looking for you.
Car seonbae. Can only considered to be delusion to hit the target exists.
You this age to fall in love with one person is cannot be.
Then follow before way of thinking try and see.
Hey. You. Me one person anything able to. May not like this say.
I am also a woman. Know already.
Hey. You may not compared to me first to marry.
Pond Yes. prosperous. Fighting.
Fighting!
You then Fighting.
I originally just very difficult to deal with.
Seonbae. Seonbae. Seonbae.
We want to go drink one cup. Go together.
Sorry. Today just to early go back.
And never give momo prepare dinner.
Next time certainly participate.
Right. To allow currently the people Mister.
This time, to plan to revise case.
Me see no need to to revise. Direct go will be good enough.
Leaving.
Leaving.
Leaving.
Please walk slowly.
Good ache. Good ache.
Ache. Ache.
This really hurts! This really hurts!
Originally like this also ache.
Why must certainly like this? This is animal to mistreat.
Like this. Like this ache.
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Sunbaenim... (Sunbaenim - Respected senior, mentor)
It's not. Read in the newspaper.
This Saturday?
Yes, yes.
Weather. Really very well.
Seonbae. Tie very suitable. Very joint.
Really not like me. Because is first love.
To emerge really early. Weather very well.
Seonbae. Tie very handsome.
That's great. That's great.
That's great. That's great.
Careful a bit go back.
Let's go in.
Not I came in drink cup tea then go.
Momo. Quiet a bit.
Is to raise. Pup.
Seems like very big.
Friend. Let me to help see one day.
These fellow. Seems like very to excite.
I'll call you tomorrow.
Tomorrow give you call on phone.
And also...
Tomorrow give you call on phone.
Is house just should to go out bit sound.
To have a nap get up you just follow other fellow do crazy matters.
Crazy.
Now What's the time? And to have a nap.
What? This expression or emotion showing in one's eyes?
Said to work. Late come back.
Now have man. Started lie. Right.
But why to untie clothes?
Know month circle 's night. Wolf will change to would become what
appearance?
You. Is wolf.
Dog with wolf all the same.
If owner to care for sth. Be to shift to other place.
House pet just will become unpeaceful. Started will not listen.
Considered to be animal instinct.
That kind of thing...
What is this!
Our home BB. At my most like shoe. Anyhow using the toilet?
But. That kind of time angry will to rise opposite reaction.
The best want to roar of laughter it.
They very pure. Later just follow you run.
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Originally in this way. Thank you. The Americas chaste.
Short-term within. Want to let him happy bit.
Stomach hungry all over to have no strength.
Sausage want to flat form quickly quickly.
You. You. Still not give me leave far bit.
But owner compared to I think like in fat some.
Momo. Recently a bit too adorable.
Hand.
Really more and more.
My stomach. Oh. My stomach. Oh. My stomach.
Sample. You confirm a moment min give me.
Is that so. In future see.
I at be people follow. Seems like hold weapon.
Pretending to be is lover go one paragraph. Quickly.
Owner. Want me.
One...Two...Three!
Today very pretty.
Good today forgive you.
But do you know i want to went where. Nevertheless follow me.
Hotel!
Really talk nonsense.
Where are you going?
Outstanding team.
Is. Really very sorry.
Please help me already said.
Wait, wait!
What perfect timing.
What is all this?
Have a look.
Good cold.
Prestigious convenient. Medicine for colds.
Bye bye.
Seonbae. Seonbae. You with that person having any relationship.
Who is it?
That...
Is younger male cousin via female line.
That person is not to open up humane grand.
United Kingdom Yes. How do you know him?
Is United Kingdom international university to over-praise. Extremely be
famous.
Me thorough become ballet fans.
But great. Unexpectedly is pond seonbae younger male cousin via female
line.
But heard him both years ago.
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Quit ballet.
Why not?
Slippers. Sit down.
Sorry. Auntie. You aside a moment.
I today will be late bit.
That. I with her is like years old.
Really...
Seemingly like 41 years old.
Damn guy!
Hey. Then specifically numeral exactly is there to emit came out.
Yes. Aunt. That handsome foolish brother who is it.
Buttocks good outstanding.
Is that right?
Crazy. Crazy. Hey. Crazy.
Without knowingly become this type of circumstances.
But over in a moment. Just everything is also not.
More and more intense.
Follow before momo. Not be very like.
Right. Asia United Kingdom.
You exactly see there.
Feel that together die to fall dog child child with that lad like.
You at last. To loosen come down.
This girl to one hundred years joking give this once open.
Hey. Don't care is or is not house pet.
He is man matter real will not to change.
Together live. Male-female between.
Male-female between. Not that kind of relationship.
In my opinion, in my view come. Is brain within almost full feelings.
I do not care. You like and will do.
If occasionally go to go on an official or business trip. Will just rely on
you me.
Hey. Car grand as.
I do not know. Follow seonbae together is very happy.
But I will very nervous.
Just to is him in front of oneself beautiful.
Me to become very unnatural.
Really. It's alright. Able to to release me come down.
Aren't you always is one lame one to turn.
Not necessary to in front of my face to show off stronger?
Me become me always feel that very laughable that kind of woman.
Want to let him see me good. But to become very tired very beaten.
Follow momo together not are like that.
Momo. How can have this type of canine excrement sort circumstances?
Hey. Don't want to missed good man.
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You like just somewhat operation? Rotten girl.
Like this good man. Surrounding woman will to let off.
If you not direct. Like this just will be robbed go. You this blunderer.
You think this is funny?
Good. Calm come down listen.
Star love just recently because to catch cold return home.
To allow currently the people come to phone sb up say traffic accident.
Only left Next three days. To give other people. In my opinion, in my view
come very to do with difficulty.
One person. Able to to adjust.
Thank you!
Momo. I today also to work overtime.
Come back that time. Me buy more bit dog food come.
I am not a see house see gate dog.
Is eat owner to show concern and care for house pet?
You think to leave a message. House pet momo. Just can to understand.
Really?
I am also a a young fellow.
Seonbae. Will not occasionally like this want.
Owner go out outside that time.
House pet. At home do what?
This. Should be waiting long and hard for owner come back.
Hey. Do not know house pet can to get number love.
Will also not let me to feel vexed.
This have so strange.
Very strange. Man is have self-respect.
Self-respect.
Not so difficult matters.
Her said if is house pet. Just to me remain is at one's side.
But. If is owner just may not love.
If in future be to abandon pitiful only house pet.
But I said. This or very difficulty.
=This, what is this?=
That. That. That.
That. Too tired.
I originally is early morning type.
But every day evening all let me to accompany her.
If me too to trap. Almost then can forget it. And say me not seriously.
Then say. If oneself to trap. Just i myself do gave her see.
I said. Is so fun. To wrestle machine.
Hey... Hey...
I know... I know...
Not that. Listen I said. Wait a moment. Wait a moment.
Is similiar me to pass away mother.
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Delicious. This cake. Want to get go back give momo eat.
Mom. Do not know this more expensive. Must teach good house pet.
If momo to follow bad examples. In future will hard work. Seonbae.
Momo. I just returned. Wait for me.
Owner just returned. Not only not shake tail to meet me. Is still sleep.
What is this!
Quickly eat. Eat finish again sleep. Eat finish again sleep.
I am not a clearly demarcated say what to you call on phone confirmed?
Until when. Me didn't you hear.
Now. Is at to bother about who come to be in charge of.
Tomorrow will ending.
Me personally meet. To apologize and convince that person.
Tomorrow that is ending.
To convey to print to reside ago. Inspection good.
Mom. You is begging me.
Oneself to violate fault why towards me angry?
Plum United Kingdom Yes. Miss. You want doing what?
How? I at play.
So too to do with difficulty.
See me to you give.
To do with difficulty also do. Because this is plum United Kingdom Yes.
Miss matters.
If in private towards me have resentful just follow me say.
Feelings like this young. Me laughable see not went already.
What? What did your say?
How? And didn't you hear.
Want to me say again. I am called you be honest a bit.
Don't behind the back to gesticulate.
I at to work that time. Didn't you hear.
I do not know. Like this say. Like a loach the same.
Are you all right?
Face very looks bad.
Adornment weak what is the use?
You thought this man. Will on behalf you work.
Is because of. To change lipstick color.
Room as monarch.
That. I want to go print to reside.
This time to put up taxi also very to be afraid.
Able to send me one rule.
This all too to double.
Is. Then. Good.
I am so relieved!
And together.
United Kingdom Yes. say have to feel vexed a load on one's mind.
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Me currently to accompany her chatting.
Just now never opportunities. So never ask you.
Know Next weekend have company send right.
Able to one day both night. Go play.
Me. To have a think about it good enough. Because must do ending work.
Let me go, okay?
Early morning then to come in.
Sunbaenim... (Sunbaenim - Respected senior, mentor)
I am sorry.
Me become like United Kingdom Yes.
Tired just will near me.
Also very will to act like a spoiled child.
I am no longer that momo.
Edward. Name very well listen.
Although very sorry Yes. prosperous.
But you recently very to neglect me.
New owner compared to you not young.
Chest also very big.
Let's go Edward.
Momo. Cannot.
Cannot. MOMO.
Yes. prosperous how do you do?
I'm not okay...
How could you?
Doing what old is like this? Anyhow come me bed?
Anything never doing.
Really?
Just to feel with the hand chest.
Crazy. Crazy. Crazy. Crazy.
Lightly bit call. Where have this kind of owner.
Catch.
We also play this.
Quickly, faster a bit.
I like it that person.
Really like.
To bore through too flower will be to make out mental.
White.
Just like a fashion show Yes?
Go newly wed trip is that alright.
What newly wed to travel?
Have both days one night to go on an official or business trip.
Hear about what?
Really bad.
Rest that time want to to go on an official or business trip.
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But you is still like that company well stay comes at the end of the
sentence to indicate a strong degree.
That foot What's wrong?
Exercise that time hurt arrived.
Not go to the hospital can or not.
This degree nothing wrong.
Tomorrow go to the hospital see.
Owner go together cannot.
I myself very tired.
Tomorrow to go on an official or business trip.
United Kingdom Yes.
Chatting.
For a while see you again.
For urgent matters want to call on phone.
Follow friend say give momo food.
Always not answer the phone.
Hungry one to stop something happened.
Anyway. Tomorrow just go back.
Me drunk will also not forget.
That time to hold you also not that moment the reckless impulse.
Although over four year.
But can redo seen you really are fortunate.
To you,
I am inadequate people.
I think no matter anytime also can will with you together.
To marry ring again get higher a bit.
Because be man to bewilder crazy. Dog oneself pitiful death go.
Is that true?
I am sorry.
Be too worried momo.
Food all and never give.
Momo.
Momo.
Momo.
What?
To go on an official or business trip so quickly just returned.
Give dog food so important.
Is like that situation under dog food.
Really even dog also not as good.
Pond Yes. prosperous.
How come you are so complicated?
All suffer to propose marriage.
Should be want to happy.
Momo.
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I want to to bathe.
First to remove makeup.
To wake up in future again to wash.
Want to to wash you just let me to wash.
I think nice and cold a moment.
I want to to bathe.
Come here momo.
Together sleep.
Other people say whatever?
You really are. Me friend.
Recently not this.
Old want to these.
Want to to marry.
Really is like people.
One life live.
Become old if. Will very lonely.
Not to bear fruit will do.
I will lifetime is at your side.
Might as well direct.
Follow house pet live together.
Should it be that way?
What are you?
Doing what old let me confusion?
Final painful is me.
This...
All right.
I'm fine.
I want to sleep!
On that day,
I'm sorry...
Forget it.
Magazine come out. Look very good.
We days carry momo go for a walk.
That's right.
That dog is one month.
Go you house play can or not.
Also to miss sb see momo.
Child very shy with strangers.
Do not know can or cannot to bite people.
It's all right... It's all right...
He's not dying.
Shut up!
Like like a fool no matter how you think to this?
Yes, right.
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I am idiot.
All know here want to to come and see. Want to me say whatever?
Seonbae very expectation see momo.
Take a look.
That, why have said.
It is me stuntman.
Already like this you just find one become good.
Quickly, go out!
Faster a bit.
Really do not have human touch.
Don't want to long-winded quickly go out.
Know already. Good enough. Know already.
Who's the guest?
He is me younger male cousin via female line.
Excuse me.
I am to open up humane grand.
Is sister there heard.
Yes.
Me recently.
Give him to repair English.
See you again.
Go on.
Ah, this fellow!
Compared to to imagine small.
Have grown really to stay.
Hungry.
I'm so hungry.
Good. Thank you.
I myself to bore through.
Really adorable.
Yes. prosperous.
Sunbaenim... (Sunbaenim - Respected senior, mentor)
Sister me forgot this.
You gave me to translate a moment.
Are you alright?
Are you alright?
Want to with me call game.
That way.
Okay!
So i just begin.
Come. Like this the same come.
This kind of melody come.
This kind of time come a super kill.
Do very well. Compared to to anticipate.
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One more time.
Leaving.
You bad girl!
Just to to gather flower handsome man.
So like this do something.
Hyeongnim!
I really good love you.
Cook for you dish.
But...
To marry will also bring me go.
You have thought.
How take away?
Say bit make any sense.
Yes?
Not necessary to throw just that way.
You all really comfortable.
What?
Let people to take a lot of trouble.
Want or do not want will not do.
Me to go abroad matters.
Hear about what?
What are you saying?
That great dancer want to see you.
Like that machine can or cannot again come.
Just to that woman.
Is will to sculpt come people if.
And able to at ease to run away.
Let people habit matters.
That and really will be poisoned.
Want to from that house come out.
Sunbaenim... (Sunbaenim - Respected senior, mentor)
Matters to end early. Will light breakfast get off work.
Dinner together eat.
That...
I am sorry.
Now is still office.
Matters still have not to end.
Will be late.
To stop to stop to stop to stop to stop.
You to kick that time whether or not well to kick.
And you...
How one person always slow one shoot?
I am sorry.
Do it again.
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Good enough good enough good enough good enough.
You all really must be like this.
Do not want to show?
Momo.
Why not is this?
You are not answering the phone!
Don't tell me is be car to hit.
Momo is or is not get lost to mountain Next.
Although to have private passion people very sorry.
But calm want one want feel that that cannot.
Is very health adult a man.
Both three days not to come in will also not use worry.
It is also possible is disgusting owner run leave.
Will on time eat food.
Also never money.
If you're so worried about it,
Go able to place to go look around.
Where are you going?
You all continue like that state of affairs have confident.
Here for what?
Because to rehearse always to give problems.
Here want coming here there have problem.
What are you doing here?
Then you want to say here.
Why don't you answer your phone?
Exercise that time of course must switched off.
Because to rehearse have few days cannot be return home. Me left slip of
paper.
How is it?
Worry about me.
What worry?
But...
Me can say this kind of.
no matter what,
Already said momo.
Stomach seems like come out.
Hear about what?
What did you eat?
You think to take a beating.
Come here!
Come here!
I...
Today able to sleep is side.
Momo.
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You always a type of standing harp, smaller than konghou, with 5-25
strings.
For you.
To edit say must certainly give you.
Momo is people.
Three year.
At least also have to three year.
If it is you. Over there surely will find good work.
Not work I also to welcome.
From the beginning just want say what to you?
I know you in front of my face nervous.
Do not be like that.
I believe him.
Can you in front of my face show that you all?
Man is said that.
That time It is important ...
Cannot be will soon his own whole all give man see.
Always will expectation woman to accomplish what degree?
But...
You are that dilatory will all to run away.
Have you all if.
To walk go back also no bad.
Me.
Daughter with husband call my words. I will like arrow the same run go.
Is join friendship or blind dating anything don't care all must to see.
It depends on... the person is this.
This...
Seonbae will like.
Will.
I do not think so.
You bad good.
Enough, enough.
Ask you me have mistake.
Short or brief not suitable.
To obtain conclusion.
Room as.
United Kingdom Yes. how can here?
Have time.
Me want to say important is matters.
Now a bit busy.
Cannot be tomorrow is company say.
Sunbaenim... (Sunbaenim - Respected senior, mentor)
Yes. prosperous.
Momo.
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How come your to receive seonbae phone?
You even phone all do not know just call.
You!
And never seen that person.
Do not know what to do good?
Performances already started.
Go and feel that bad.
Movie in also that way.
Because leave.
Just to become everything in disorder. In a hideous mess.
Leave if. And will said is do not have to be patient do not have lenient
heart woman.
Before to associate past man so said me.
But number.
That person number.
Completely want not get up.
He is i like it people.
How can I can can't remember phone number?
I think well to pronounce.
Go back home.
Do not want to return home.
Difficult to see to cry.
Fine.
Today me become Yes. prosperous Transformers.
Like this that way.
You let me how become just how become?
Seems like very familiar with this kind of.
Now is to become excited with me.
It's good!
Is where read.
Man-woman connection is.
Each other jump one to support careful to dance.
Follow to put up block.
Each other.
Do one beautiful movement.
But...
That...
I'll do mistake a bit if.
Able to follow each other.
Confusion to fall pace.
That's right.
To put up block and be hurt.
Know this in future.
Me started to do harm to afraid that I role.
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Is because of.
Me and small.
Absolutely not small.
Only very careful only.
Faster a bit.
We are here.
Want to remove your shoe.
Give me to shed.
Me possibly to you all to remove.
Just anyone?
I today feeling very well.
Anyhow? Anyhow?
Like this has said just boring.
Hear about what?
You want call me name if.
Also able to do bit what?
Your name is...?
Is momo.
Momo. Momo.
I at this.
No, it is not.
That's right.
No, it is not.
That's right.
What?
All to remove.
Therefore.
You are that to cherish that pup.
Say is him.
I am no matter how you think your?
Now is really is cannot.
Although really very do not want to deal with you.
What are you saying reason?
Now all there is nothing to be done understand.
Become let me angry is.
Is me follow like you this not young man.
Mutual compared with comparatively matter.
Me never thought of i am very unreasonable with do not have self-respect
people.
Listen if like that, me will also not so to take a lot of trouble.
Me only feel that Yes. prosperous.
Yes. prosperous.
But you this fellow.
But then...
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Yes. prosperous to you treated as that.
Really pitiful fellow.
Ajussi!
Final if really not desirable.
Ajussi!
This...
To wait a moment will.
Hit me.
You this kid.
Stop!
Yes.
Public thing to be harmful hurt.
No matter how you say also my fault?
Five ten million.
I'm coming immediately.
Want to to sculpt to there.
Are you alright?
Will with you is it alright not to worry.
Follow i am alright.
Really is house pet more than below both are not.
What did she say?
But then...
Can owner desirable noble people if.
Like me house pet the same people. Just is house get lost come get lost go
also able to very ruthless treat.
Really curious.
Me to what is with you?
How even you are also like this?
Just to let off me.
Do not worry.
Will not because have such a thing.
Just you immediately go out.
Please you to remember this thing.
I won't because of you do not take care of me just die.
I am not a do not have place go.
Yes?
Then you also go.
Go will do.
Why everybody?
All must let me have sense of guilt.
I am also not sure.
To raise pup leave.
Is like very much.
Me to lose past cat.
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Give me momo photo if.
I will well give you lane one.
Looking at it now,
Exactly is what yesterday evening come people you yourself never see?
Faster a bit.
Look, look.
That way do in future. A bit to be unable to let go.
Anyway,
I like it momo.
Although is a bit difficult role.
Is don't the appearance me.
But very happy.
Outside side no matter how kind?
As momo go back if.
Always towards me all very good and honest.
Know me.
Like very much Yes. prosperous.
That's right.
Me next week will go.
Hope this time,.
Must certainly to come and see show?
All right.
I cannot have done this.
Unknownly have done just made preparations a bit.
Good enough good enough.
This degree will do.
To receive to move.
Anyway,
Thank you let me live until now,.
It's cute. ? Waiting for you.Till the end of the world ?
Really adorable.
I also want to raise house pet.
This is good.
Go to raise child.
I am sorry.
Because of me,
You experience bad matter.
I like it seonbae also very compassion.
This is do not have lie heart.
All right.
Not to take a lot of trouble also can.
Not you towards me to apologize explanation.
Each other call one to support.
Chest to fall comfortable.
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Actually...
Me a bit stingy.
Is on the road pretended not to know.
You no need to be to scold me.
Leaving.
This is good.
This is good.
That's too ruthless.
That's so cool!
Nothing happened.
Nothing.
Are you alright?
Several days all see not until you.
Your phone wasn't even switched on.
Do you know this paragraph that time never to circle text message have
number.
That's right.
Matter a bit more.
Be in love also like matter do that.
Oneself not great effort just can to speak good be in love.
That fellow go life is today.
Want to me doing what?
What do you think you're doing?
That...
Never.
Do not seem to what able to follow he said?
Thank you!
Or is to wish him fortunate.
Sorry and it is a pity.
And sad.
Then you just so say will do.
Doing what like that sullen so many Omo?
An idiot!
Today also very difficulty to open the eyes eyes.
Started do not have momo one day.
Although it is nothing changes daily live.
Everything is also not choose follow very small incidentally.
Able to to me become follow yesterday not the same me.
Now know.
Therefore.
Today also is to turn sth over choose with to regret in.
Is expectation.
A bit happiness.
What happened?
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So, what is the matter?
You unilateral appear and to disappear.
Aircraft the time how also so quickly?
Come airport.
Yes.
That also to show off go?
How is it?
What?
What?
Therefore.
I...
Is owner. Are you, house pet.
I have not want to throw you way of thinking.
Do not say is owner side is worldwide house pet principle.
Therefore.
But...
How come your is this?
Originally is stay one month just come back.
Also have want to see people.
Also have must do matters.
In future want to how to do it also have to to have a think about it?
Aren't you left already.
Communication address how never give me left behind?
Want come back connection.
Really connection good.
Here meet.
Wait...
So can only believe me is fate.
And also...
I am yesterday come.
Me late will contact your.
Yesterday arrived.
Will contact.
Late.
Pitfall go inside.
I also to Yes. prosperous pitfall go inside.
So childish.
Saliva all must to disappear.
What woman like this?
Want to be this kind of to move.
What to move?
At where learn so never nutritious.
It's really delicious!
Eat more...
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Nicole.
Why i am Nicole?
Nicole. Kidman is i like it actors.
We Miss very good and honest.
Ah? Ah?
You completely do not have when house pet days classifier for gifts,
newspaper, magazine, papers, reports, contracts etc.
This can eat.
Even eat also cannot well do.
Really to be defeated.
No.
Follow owner say whatever you your?
Say a moment owner.
That game very well.
And really fun.
Want to to bathe.
Go. Me help you to wash.
You think tomorrow do one grave.
Ok, I know.
Together to wash.
To scald.
Nicole. Go for a walk.
Eonni.
What sister?
Parent sister.
Have four a.
No.
There is one more person.
But now is to study abroad in.
But...
Now this time.
Them doing what come this?
Yes, right.
Also have percent one possibly.
Is to future sister curiosity.
In South Korea,
You have five a sister.
You still dare to to marry.
What are you doing?
Help!
Nuna! Nuna! (Nuna - older sister)
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